
DIGITAL READINESS
Automation, AI, data, analytics – they don’t have to be scary and 
intimidating words. Find out how other SMEs have embraced parts 
of the digital world to work smarter and more efficiently.



Getting started with digital commerce

Business leaders need to ensure their technology isn’t 
just fit for purpose – it has to actively drive efficiency and 
growth. Investing in digital commerce can open up new 
marketing channels, improve productivity and lead to 
better, data-driven decision making.

A government study found that 49 per cent of UK SMEs 
suffer from digital skills gaps. For many businesses, 
there’s an attitudinal barrier towards developing a digital 
presence and a lack of understanding about the benefits 
and opportunities available.

Well-established businesses, which are more than 22 years 
old, are less likely to adopt technology. As 2018’s State of 
Small Business Britain report suggests, innovation levels 
tend to fall as a business matures. 

So where should business leaders start when it comes to 
developing their digital capabilities?

Take advantage of external expertise

London-based leather retailer Maxwell Scott had focused 
on exhibitions and face-to-face corporate sales for seven 
years. The company’s website “drip fed” sales – but CEO 
William Forshaw recognised the potential.

“We recruited a PPC manager to manage Google ads and 
paid social media” William said. “It took our whole business 
to the next level – but then we hit a wall with skill sets. 
Our business was growing, but it required more than one 
person to do that job.”

“We started using a big agency and it changed our business 
completely. There’s a wealth of experience and access to 

new tools and new software. Plus if Google throw out an 
update, we know people who are qualified to take on the 
challenge.”

Maxwell Scott’s website now accounts for 99 per cent of 
their revenue. But Forshaw emphasises the importance 
of business leaders creating a digital culture, rather than 
relying on one person or company.

“Don’t completely rely on an agency to do all the work and 
don’t try and do it all yourself,” he said. “Basically, don’t 
put all your eggs in one basket. For something like online 
marketing to be successful, you have to get everything 
working in tandem.”

Recognise the opportunities available

One of the biggest barriers for business leaders considering 
digital commerce is the assumption that the marketplace 
is too competitive. With some companies dedicating the 
majority of their marketing budget to digital advertising, the 
prospect of getting your voice heard can feel impossible.

Online shop Best of British Beer faced a similar challenge 
when their competitors started being bought up by 
multinational companies. The small independent store 
suddenly had to compete with industry giants like 
Heineken and Budweiser.

D I G I TA L  R E A D I N E S S

““For something like 
online marketing 
to be successful, 
you have to get 
everything working 
in tandem.”

William Forshaw Maxwell Scott

https://www.bestofbritishbeer.co.uk


D I G I TA L R E A D I N E S S When one of the companies launched a huge advertising 
campaign for Father’s Day, Best of British Beer was 
surprised to discover it had a massive spike in orders the 
next day.

“All their advertising had done was put the idea of buying 
your dad beer in people’s heads. It’s a challenge to go up 
against big competitors, but it provides an opportunity too. 
They’ve made gifting beer more mainstream, which has 
obviously helped us,” founder Gill Sherwin said.

If you’re going up against a much larger competitor, it helps 
to remember that the investment is primarily used to get 
people to think about a certain product or service. When 
it comes to digital commerce, it’s inevitable that people 
are then going to shop around – and maybe, eventually 
land on you. 

Be prepared to scale

One of Lorraine Dallmeier’s “biggest failings” was 
underestimating her online skincare school’s potential 
for scale. When Formula Botanica first launched, the site 
attracted around 100 customers. As that number grew, 
Lorraine’s technology started to crash. The company had 
to regularly update their systems, rather than investing in 
something to support a much larger business.

“Start out with a vision of how big you could get and don’t 
limit yourself to systems that won’t be able to grow with 
you. Most businesses assume they’re only going to get a 
few hundred visitors online – but what happens when you 
get thousands?

“We’re a global business, so everything we do is online. Our 
technology was fantastic quality, but we just didn’t think 
big enough. We ended up having to scale up our systems 
three or four times in a couple of years. Now, if we get a 
million customers, we can handle it!” Lorraine said.

““It’s a challenge 
to go up against 
big competitors, 
but it provides an 
opportunity too.”

Gill Sherwin Founder Best of British Beer

““ Start out with a 
vision of how big 
you could get and 
don’t limit yourself 
to systems that 
won’t be able to 
grow with you.”

Lorraine Dallmeier Formula Botanica



With software available to automate everything from 
customer interactions to report generation, businesses 
have more time and insight than ever to focus on high-
impact tasks. 

Overcome tech bias

Technology is frequently seen as a necessary evil rather 
than a business must-have. Many leaders recognise the 
importance of digital progression, but insufficient staff 
buy-in can make it hard to implement changes.

MD Helen Jamieson said she “struggled for years” to 
increase digital adoption at Jaluch, a Hampshire-based HR 
consultancy. 

“For a decade or more, I knew technology would be critical 
to our future success and profitability,” Helen said. “But 
my efforts were always greeted with varying degrees of 
selective hearing, groans or vague promises of taking it 
more seriously. As a result, the business limped along.” 

Last year, Jaluch recruited a digital assistant. His role 
was expansive – he would support anything related to 
hardware, software and digital marketing. 

“Since August, he’s been single-handedly turning things 
around,” Helen explained. “He’s achieved far more 
than I expected. Now we’re using technology far more 
successfully and with greater understanding. ”

Helen credits the new employee with successfully 
implementing a Customer Relationship Management 
system and rolling out new software across the company. 
His position has helped to bridge the gap between existing 
employees and technology by taking a “people-centric 
approach” to implementation. 

Reduce costs

Joanne Phoenix echoes the importance of being tech-
forward. For Joanne, the business development manager 
of co-working space Sensor City, investing in automated 
systems was a no-brainer.

“It gave us the opportunity to save money, but also made 
us a more attractive location for other companies too,” she 
said.

In their building, occupancy levels fluctuate each day. The 
use of Internet of Things (IoT) devices has helped to save 
money by ensuring energy isn’t wasted on empty space. 
It’s given them more control over the building’s business 
management system too, allowing the team to make 
changes to lighting, heating, water usage and utilities when 
necessary.

Improve customer service

When it comes to choosing which business processes 
to automate, take time to consider the opportunities for 
improving your customer service. If you deal with busy 
phone lines and customers are often put on hold, think 
about how your communication could become more 
efficient.

AU TOMAT I N G YO U R P RO C E S S E S

““I knew technology 
would be critical to 
our future success 
and profitability.”

Helen Jamieson MD Jaluch



AU TOMAT I N G  YO U R P RO C E S S E S At Telecoms World, the challenge was linking a sales agent 
from the right department with a website visitor before 
they dropped off. 

The firm set up an automated system that issued an online 
prompt for web visitors to input their phone number. It 
then automatically set up a free callback from the most 
relevant sales department. 

“Our engagement level has improved and our conversion 
rate has increased by 60 per cent,” projects director Sam 
Diamond said. “We have happier customers because 
they’re speaking to an expert, rather than making their own 
assumptions about a product.”

It’s important to remember that there’s a fine line between 
automating your customer service and making it feel 
impersonal, so make sure customers can speak to a 
member of your team when it matters.

““It gave us the 
opportunity to 
save money, but 
also made us a 
more attractive 
location 
for other 
companies too” 

Joanne Phoenix  Sensor City

““We have happier 
customers because 
they’re speaking to 
an expert, rather 
than making their 
own assumptions 
about a product.”

Sam Diamond Telecoms World



Collaborative tools help remote workers to stay connected 
and updated, while analytics ensure decisions are based on 
concrete data rather than personal opinions.

Though mobile phones are well-established tools for 
supporting workers who aren’t at their desks, research 
shows that 59 per cent of UK SMEs remain reluctant to 
use digital collaboration apps.

This means that many employees lack the convenience of 
digital – up to 90 per cent have to travel frequently to meet 
colleagues or partners. This can lead to increased costs and 
reduced productivity. 

Explore the export market 

Despite working in a traditional industry, puppet makers 
Mackinnon and Saunders have always been enthusiastic 
about the capabilities of new technology. 

The company has been based outside Manchester for 
almost 30 years, but regularly works with global directors 
on animated films. For co-founder Peter Saunders, 
collaborative tools have been integral to growing the 
business and succeeding in the export market.

US E C O L L A B O R AT I V E 
TO O L S A N D A N A LY T I C S

““Technology is a 
real facilitator and 
an enabler of our 
business.”

Peter Saunders Mackinnon and Saunders 



US E C O L L A B O R AT I V E 
TO O L S A N D A N A LY T I C S

“When we first started, we would do a sculpt of a character, 
take a picture of it, get the picture printed and FedEx it 
over to America. By the time the feedback was sent back, 
we’d have lost a week, maybe two. Now, we can take digital 
photos and email them over at the end of the day – we 
usually have feedback the next morning.”

To keep close communication with clients, the firm arranges 
Google Hangouts calls two or three times a week. It gives 
them a space to talk through any updates and go into greater 
detail about the puppets’ development. 

“Technology is a real facilitator and an enabler of our 
business – it enables us to remain in Manchester and work 
with international clients,” said Peter.

Inform your customer personas

Analytics provide vital data, which can give businesses insight 
on what’s working and what isn’t. To keep the business on 
the right track, analytics should be used to support decision 
making, ranging from what marketing channels you prioritise 
to the hiring needs the business will have. 

Try to build a data-led culture to ensure analytics are 
informing decisions. The prospect of looking at data can feel 
daunting for some employees, but training sessions can help 
to reassure them that it’s not as complicated as they think. 
It’s important to think about what systems will meet their 
needs and be suitable for their skill levels.

One of the most valuable learnings data can provide is 
around customer personas. By regularly looking at your 
audience analytics, you can pinpoint the characteristics of 
the clients most likely to be interested in your product or 
service – for example, a prospect might have a better chance 
of converting if they are based in a particular location or job 
role. 

““We can identify 
our most valuable 
accounts and 
prioritise and 
deliver appropriate 
service levels.”

James Howard YES Glazing Solutions

Identify your most valuable customers

At installation firm YES Glazing Solutions, digitising their 
sales process has been transformative.

The company uses real-time reports from Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM) software Salesforce to 
track sales enquiries, conversion data and departmental 
performance. These analytics are used to inform strategic 
leadership decisions and allocate time and resources to the 
right accounts.

“We connect much more with our customers and gain 
valuable insights from transactions with them. We’ve also 
improved our customer retention rate, because we can 
identify our most valuable accounts and prioritise and deliver 
appropriate service levels,” director James Howard said.
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With technological capabilities advancing at a rapid 
rate, today’s businesses can reap the benefits of greater 
efficiency, insight and collaboration in the workplace. 

The businesses we spoke to are all taking advantage of 
the new opportunities, from faster customer service to 
growing online sales. However, a fear of the unknown still 
hinders thousands of SMEs across the country. 

According to research by IDC, many small businesses are 
being held back by a lack of willingness and knowledge 
to invest in the infrastructure needed to drive digital 
transformation. Without high speed internet and an 
initial investment in the basic foundations, businesses 
are missing out on cloud access, collaborative working, 
digital marketing opportunities and the chance to improve 
customer experience.

For UK businesses to become truly competitive in the 
international market, digital growth must become a key 
consideration. Around 45 per cent of SMEs still view IT 
as a necessary cost, rather than a driver of competitive 
advantage at 20 per cent, according to IDC’s findings. 

Expanding into digital commerce is one of the easiest ways 
for businesses to take advantage of opportunities online. 
Maxwell Scott’s William Forshaw recommends working 
with an external agency if you’re new to digital, but 
highlights the importance of exploring your options first.

“It’s all about trial and error. When you start out, don’t 
invest too much in one person and one company,” he said.

To keep your business running smoothly, experiment with 
collaborative tools. A CRM system provides a central 
place to store real-time information on sales enquiries and 
conversions, so your employees can keep track of current 
projects and follow up if someone’s out of the office. 

Alternatively, apps like Slack and Trello aim to improve 
organisation for particular projects and provide 
transparency over progress.

S UMMA RY

Lorraine Dallmeier relies on collaborative tools to stay in 
touch with her remote team. With employees in seven 
different countries, it helps everyone to feel included.

“We use an integration between Slack and Zoom for daily 
communication. Once a month, we’ll all jump on webcam 
and have a chat. You need that regular interaction when 
you’re working from home – it’s been the making of the 
business,” she said.

To improve efficiency, automating time-consuming tasks 
can get staff focused on high-impact projects that make a 
difference. It also gives SMEs the chance to move ahead 
of their corporate counterparts, many of whom are tied to 
complicated legacy systems. 

As analysis from Mckinsey Global Institute found, 
automation could raise productivity growth globally by 0.8 
to 1.4 per cent annually. 

For puppet creators Mackinnon and Saunders, automation 
isn’t just about speeding up low-value tasks – the firm 
uses the latest 3D printing technology to create many of 
their puppet models. As Peter explained, it’s been a waiting 
game to see if the technology would meet their standards. 
Now it has, the opportunities are endless.

“It’s a really exciting time, because there’s some stuff that’s 
mind-boggling out there. We want to be an early adopter 
of that kind of tech,” he said.

“The next thing we’ll be looking at is VR. It means that 
clients abroad can walk around and see sculpts we’re 
working on in real time. I try not to be afraid of new 
technology – I always want to keep an open mind about 
the potential it could offer the company.”



We talk to SME leaders every day about the challenges they’re facing and the opportunities 
they’re most excited about. That’s given us dozens of case studies, stories, tips and ideas. 
We’ve collected some of the most interesting ones in this series of e-books. They’re quick to 
read, practical, actionable and best of all, they’re from people like you, exploring new ideas 
in their business, making small changes that give big improvements. Download them here.

Be the Business is a not-for-profit on a mission to improve the UK’s productivity. We’re doing 
it by helping small and medium-sized business leaders do more of what they do best: 

improve, inspire and innovate. 

Join our mission here. 

G E T T H E C AS E ST U DY 
C O L L EC T I O N F R E E

https://www.bethebusiness.com/be-the-business-case-study-guides/
 https://www.bethebusiness.com/2019/10/let-be-the-business-help-drive-your-improvement-efforts/
https://www.bethebusiness.com/be-the-business-case-study-guides/

